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Abstract—We present three image-guided navigation systems
developed for needle-based interventional radiology procedures,
using the open source image-guided surgery toolkit (IGSTK). The
clinical procedures we address are vertebroplasty, RF ablation of
large lung tumors, and lung biopsy. In vertebroplasty, our sys-
tem replaces the use of fluoroscopy, reducing radiation exposure
to patient and physician. We evaluate this system using a custom
phantom and compare the results obtained by a medical student, an
interventional radiology fellow, and an attending physician. In RF
ablation of large lung tumors, our system provides an automated
interventional plan that minimizes damage to healthy tissue and
avoids critical structures, in addition to accurate guidance of mul-
tiple electrode insertions. We evaluate the system’s performance
using an animal model. Finally, in the lung biopsy procedure, our
system replaces the use of computed tomographic (CT) fluoroscopy,
reducing radiation exposure to patient and physician, while at the
same time enabling oblique trajectories which are considered chal-
lenging under CT fluoroscopy. This system is currently being used
in an ongoing clinical trial at Georgetown University Hospital and
was used in three cases.

Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), cone-beam com-
puted tomography (CBCT), electromagnetic tracking, image-
guided surgery, interventional radiology.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATED by less trauma to the patient and lower over-
all costs, traditional open surgery is being replaced with
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minimally invasive techniques for many procedures. Most no-
tably, this transition is characterized by the replacement of direct
visual feedback with the use of images, resulting in an extended
learning period.

In open surgery, the physician directly sees and feels the
anatomical structures. In image-guided procedures, the physi-
cian mentally recreates the spatial relationship between tools
and anatomy based on images, which are most often 2-D. As
a result, the outcome is highly dependent upon the physician’s
ability to mentally reconstruct a 3-D scene from one or more
two dimensional images.

Image-guided navigation systems aim at augmenting and
complementing the physician’s ability to understand the spa-
tial structure of the anatomy by integrating medical images and
other sources of information, such as tracked instruments. These
systems potentially have a threefold effect: 1) they can shorten
the learning period required for minimally invasive procedures
and reduce the variability of the outcome, narrowing the gap be-
tween exceptional and standard practice; 2) they may enable new
minimally invasive procedures, allowing physicians to perform
procedures that were previously considered too dangerous; and
3) they transform qualitative procedure evaluations into quan-
titative ones, enabling a quantitative comparison between plan
and execution.

The origins of image-guided navigation can be traced to the
use of stereotactic frames in neurosurgical procedures. Since
then, image-guided navigation systems have primarily been used
in medical disciplines that deal with rigid anatomical structures,
neurosurgery, and orthopedics. More recently, disciplines that
deal with moving and deforming organs (e.g., interventional
radiology) have started to utilize such systems [1].

In this paper, we describe three navigation systems developed
for needle-based interventional radiology procedures, using the
open source image-guided surgery toolkit (IGSTK) [2]. The
IGSTK is a free open source C++ toolkit, providing a frame-
work for rapid development of customized image-guidance ap-
plications. The toolkit provides a set of components common to
most navigation systems. These include: 1) interfaces to various
tracking devices; 2) Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine (DICOM) image readers; 3) paired-point rigid body
registration; and 4) visualization components. In addition, the
toolkit includes an internal logging mechanism, which can be
used both for debugging during program development and for
documenting the clinical intervention, which can be replayed
for educational purposes.
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Although all three navigation systems share a common foun-
dation, each is tailored to a specific clinical procedure workflow.
This approach is motivated by our observation that procedure
workflow is one of the key factors influencing clinical accep-
tance of image-guided navigation systems [3]. The procedures
we address are vertebroplasty, RF ablation (RFA) of large lung
tumors, and lung biopsy.

The first procedure we address is vertebroplasty. This is a
minimally invasive procedure in which bone cement is injected
into a fractured vertebral body that has been weakened by osteo-
porosis, long-term steroid use, or cancer. The cement is injected
through a trocar, large bore hollow needle, that is percutaneously
inserted through the pedicle of the vertebral body. This is a dif-
ficult procedure to perform, as the physician is inserting the tro-
car through a narrow structure in close proximity to the spinal
cord relying solely on 2-D X-ray projection images [4]. To re-
construct the underlying 3-D scene, the physician repeatedly
acquires X-ray images. As a result, there is an increase in radia-
tion exposure both to the patient and to the medical staff [5]–[7].

The second procedure we address is RFA of large lung tu-
mors. This is a percutaneous procedure in which tissue is ablated
by delivering energy via an RF electrode. The size and shape of
the ablated spatial region is dependent upon the electrode struc-
ture and the tissue characteristics. The goal of the procedure
is to cause cell death of the entire tumor and roughly a 1 cm
margin surrounding the tumor. Currently, the largest possible ab-
lation region using a single electrode has a diameter of between
4 and 5 cm [8]. As a result, the highest treatment success rates
are obtained for tumors that have a diameter of less than 2 to
3 cm [9], [10]. For larger tumors recurrence at the edge of the
ablation zone is common.

A possible solution is the use of multiple ablations in an over-
lapping manner as proposed for liver RFA [11], [12]. Two chal-
lenges are associated with this approach, planning an optimal
treatment and executing it. The optimal treatment should result
in an ablation plan that encompasses the tumor and margin while
minimizing the risk of complications such as pneumothorax, in-
troduction of air into the pleural cavity potentially resulting in a
collapsed lung, and damage to critical structures in the vicinity
of the tumor. Executing such a plan is challenging as it requires
repeated accurate placement of the RF electrode.

The last procedure we address is lung biopsy performed under
computed tomographic (CT) fluoroscopy. In this procedure a
biopsy is acquired by percutaneously inserting a needle into
the suspect lesion with CT fluoroscopy, serving as a real-time
imaging modality. The primary challenge in this procedure is
that the imaging modality only provides a single tomographic
image. Oblique trajectories are thus hard to monitor as the needle
and tumor are not simultaneously visible on the image plane.
In addition, the physician and patient are exposed to ionizing
radiation [13], [14].

The image-guided navigation systems we developed address
the challenges presented by each of these procedures. In verte-
broplasty, our system replaces the constant use of fluoroscopy
with the use of a preoperative cone-beam CT (CBCT), enabling
dynamic 3-D navigation during trocar insertion. In RFA of large
lung tumors, our system provides an interventional plan that

minimizes risk in addition to accurate guidance for multiple
electrode insertions using a preoperative CBCT for guidance.
Finally, the system we developed for lung biopsy replaces the
continuous use of CT fluoroscopy with the use of a preoperative
CT scan acquired at breath hold, enabling oblique trajectories
with no intraoperative radiation exposure.

Recently introduced commercial navigation systems that ad-
dress similar clinical procedures include the PercuNav system
from Traxtal Inc., A Philips Healthcare Company (Toronto,
Canada), and the iGuide CAPPA system from Siemens AG
Healthcare (Erlangen, Germany). Both systems provide naviga-
tion guidance, using the Aurora electromagnetic tracking device
from Northern Digital Inc. (Waterloo, ON, Canada). Planning
in these systems is optional. To plan a trajectory, the user indi-
cates a target and entry point on the 3-D image. Both systems
provide automatic rigid registration without the need to digitize
fiducials in patient space. Navigation guidance is then provided
using reformatted slices of the 3-D image with the tracked tools
overlayed onto the images. In addition, the PercuNav system can
import and display intraoperative ultrasound, registered to the
3-D image, for real-time update of the underlying anatomical
structures and instruments. For our procedures this capability is
not relevant as we are dealing with the lung and vertebra.

Additional noncommercial systems intended for guidance of
liver RFA have been presented by Mundeleer et al. [15], State
et al. [16], and Nicolau et al. [17]. All three navigation systems
use optical tracking devices. Of the three systems, only the first
one provides an explicit interventional plan. The plan is ob-
tained via optimization with the assumption that both tumor and
ablations are spherical. All three systems perform registration
using the rigid body assumption, with the third system provid-
ing automated fiducial-based registration. Navigation guidance
in the first system is provided using iconic representations of the
needle and target and a surface rendering of the segmented liver
vessels and tumor. In the second system, guidance is provided
using an augmented reality approach with surface rendering of
the tumor overlayed onto real-time ultrasound data. Finally, the
third system provides guidance using an augmented reality ap-
proach with 3-D renderings of the anatomy overlaid onto video
images.

We next describe the common framework of our naviga-
tion systems and the specific details that are unique to each
procedure.

II. NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

The navigation systems described in this work were devel-
oped using components available in the IGSTK [2] with cus-
tomized extensions supporting the different registration, plan-
ning, and workflow that are specific to each of the clinical
procedures.

The 3-D imaging modality used for guidance is CT or CBCT,
with procedures performed either in the interventional radiology
suite or the CT suite. The primary differences between these
two similar modalities is that CBCT has lower discrimination
between tissue types and a smaller spatial extent than CT [18].
Use of MR data is also possible but is not commonly used for
interventions in our clinical environment.
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In all interventions, we use the Aurora electromagnetic track-
ing device. Instruments are tracked using embedded five degrees
of freedom (5 DOF) sensors. These sensors report their pose up
to an unknown rotation around the sensor axis. In our case, this is
sufficient as the sensors are embedded into cylindrical tools with
the sensor and tool axis coinciding. The offset between the sen-
sor location and the tool tip is either given by the manufacturer
or estimated using pivot calibration [19]. As electromagnetic
tracking accuracy is susceptible to distortions caused by ferro-
magnetic materials found in the environment, we evaluated the
Aurora in both clinical environments [20] in which we work.
We observed that the tracking accuracy is sufficient for all pro-
cedures carried out in the interventional radiology suite, and that
navigation in the CT suite should be performed away from the
CT gantry.

We use the following time-line view to describe our systems
functionality.

1) Data acquisition: Place fiducial markers and acquire pre-
operative 3-D images at breath hold.

2) Planning: Define one or more needle trajectories.
3) Registration: Use rigid paired-point registration to align

the image coordinate system to the patient one.
4) Navigation: Provide visual feedback to the physician fa-

cilitating accurate execution of the plan.
It should be noted that the vertebroplasty and lung RFA sys-

tems perform these steps in this order, but that in the lung biopsy
system part of the plan is specified prior to registration and part
after registration.

The guidance during the navigation step is similar in all of our
systems. It is based on a custom graphical user interface (GUI)
tailored for needle insertion along a predetermined trajectory to
a given target. The trajectory and target point are provided by
the planning step, which is procedure specific.

Our GUI provides the physician with three reformatted views
through the volumetric data: axial, off-axial, and off-sagittal
or off-coronal. The off-axis views are reformatted planes that
follow the needle axis. These are tilted axial, sagittal, and coro-
nal views so that the needle shaft is visualized in plane. The
planned trajectory is then displayed in all views alongside the
dynamically updated needle location and reslice planes.

The use of off-axis views is based on current clinical practice
for needle-based biopsies under interventional CT. In these pro-
cedures, the physician attempts to plan the needle insertion so
that the needle shaft is in the fixed imaging plane. As we use a
volumetric data set, we can tilt the standard image planes to the
needle shaft.

The tilted views are obtained as follows. Given the needle
shaft direction u and needle tip location p, both defined in the
image coordinate system, the off-axial reslice plane is defined
as

nT(qi − p) = 0

where n = u × x, and the camera’s up direction is given as
n × x. A point qi is thus on the plane if it satisfies the equation
mentioned earlier. Note that when u × x � 0, we set n ≡ z.
The off-sagittal and off-coronal planes are obtained similarly.
Fig. 1 illustrates this concept.

Fig. 1. Off-axis view, tilting the axial (xy plane) view so that the needle shaft
is in the viewing plane. u is the needle shaft direction and p is the needle tip,
both in the image coordinate system.

Finally, we provide a targeting view. The target is displayed
as a sphere, the needle tip as a ring, and the needle hub as a
wider ring. These are displayed on a plane defined using the
point-normal plane parametrization

vT(xi − p) = 0

where p is the needle tip and v is the planned trajectory in the
image coordinate system. Based on physician preference, we
can also display the image corresponding to this reformatting
plane. At the bottom of this window, we display the distance
between the needle tip and the target point.

Inserting the needle to the target is done in three steps.
1) Move the needle tip on the skin surface till the ring repre-

senting the tip is centered on the target sphere. This is the
entry point.

2) Pivot the needle at the entry point so that all three elements
are centered. At this point the needle shaft and planned
trajectory are aligned.

3) Advance the needle while watching the depth gauge that
displays the distance between the needle tip and the target.

Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the display from a clinical lung
biopsy case.

We next describe in detail the system specific steps.

A. Vertebroplasty System

The vertebroplasty navigation system provides the physician
with guidance during the percutaneous insertion of the trocar
through the pedicle and into the vertebral body. Fig. 3 shows the
system in use during a phantom study. The tracked tools were
provided by Traxtal Technologies Inc. (Toronto ON, Canada)
and included two 22 gauge MagTrax needles and a modified
trocar, KyphX Osteo introducer with an embedded electromag-
netic sensor.

The system follows the four-step workflow outlined earlier.
We next describe each of these steps in detail.

1) Data acquisition: At our institute vertebroplasty is com-
monly performed in the interventional radiology suite. As our
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Fig. 2. Navigation GUI as shown during a clinical lung biopsy case: (a) axial view, slice closest to the needle tip; (b) off-coronal view; (c) off-axial view;
(d) targeting view. Notice that in the axial view, the needle seems to intersect the rib, which is clearly not the case, as seen in the off-axial view.

Fig. 3. Phantom study using vertebroplasty navigation system. Inset shows
closeup of tracked needle fiducials and vertebroplasty trocar.

system provides guidance using 3-D images, we utilize a CBCT
that is available in situ. In our case, this is the Axiom Artis dFA
(Siemens AG Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The images we
obtain are 256 × 256 × 221 with a 0.8-mm isotropic spacing.
The data is directly downloaded to a DICOM server running on
the navigation system’s computer.

Our fiducial markers are two 5 DOF, 22 gauge, electromag-
netically tracked needles. The needles are inserted into the
perispinal muscles lateral to the spinous process of the ver-
tebra of interest. This is done percutaneously, with the patient
in the prone position. Once the needles are firmly lodged they
form a rigid body with the vertebra. This pair of needles serves
a dual purpose. They are used as fiducials for registration, and

after registration the two 5 DOF needles serve as a single 6-DOF
dynamic reference frame, accounting for motion of the vertebral
body.

Once the fiducials are placed, a CBCT scan is acquired and a
plan is formulated.

2) Planning: To plan the intervention the 3-D image is dis-
played using the standard axial, sagittal, and coronal views. The
physician scrolls through the image stack in each of the views
and manually identifies a target point in the vertebral body and
an entry point on the pedicle. These two points define a desired
trajectory and target, which are displayed for approval. Once
the plan is approved, we register the image and patient spaces.

Given the simplicity of the plan, a single trajectory, this step
in the workflow could have been eliminated. We require that the
physician explicitly provide a plan, such that, in case of failure,
we can better identify the cause. In such cases, problems can
be traced either to an erroneous plan or to problems executing a
valid plan.

3) Registration: Image to patient registration is similar to
the approach presented in [21]. It is based on the use of fiducials
that provide both location and orientation information. As a
result, we need only two fiducials to perform 3-D/3-D rigid
registration.

We use two electromagnetically tracked needles as the fidu-
cials. A tracked electromagnetic sensor coil is embedded in the
needle’s shaft approximately 10 mm from the tip, with the coil’s
main axis aligned with the needle’s main axis. Thus, the nee-
dle’s orientation can be read directly from the tracking device.
The location of the needle tip relative to the embedded sensor
is estimated using pivot calibration [19].

Once the needles have been inserted, and the CBCT data
acquired, the physician manually identifies the needle tip and
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a point on the needle shaft in the 3-D image. This defines the
shaft direction in the image coordinate system. We then obtain
a second, virtual fiducial, point on the needle shaft at a distance
of 20 mm from the needle tip. This specific offset was chosen
based on the physical characteristics of our needles. The needle
is locally rigid with respect to the sensor coil. As our sensors
are embedded approximately 10 mm from the needle tip, we
defined our virtual point 10 mm in the opposite direction from
the needle tip. This 20 mm region around the sensor coil does
behave as a rigid body. Once the two needles are identified in
the images, we have four points in the image coordinate system.
The needle tip and shaft are localized in the 3-D image with a
variability of less than 1.3 mm as previously assessed in [22].

We then position the electromagnetic field generator next
to the patient and read the sensors’ locations and orientations.
Each needle provides us with two point locations in the patient
coordinate system. These are the needle tip, obtained using the
sensor location information and the pivot calibration, and the
virtual fiducial point, obtained from the sensor location and
orientation. Rigid registration is then computed automatically
using these four points as input to a quaternion-based analytic
pose estimation algorithm [23].

4) Navigation: Navigation is performed as described earlier.
When the operator judges that the trocar is sufficiently close to
the target, the navigation step ends and cement can be injected
into the vertebral body.

B. Lung RFA System

The lung RFA procedure is performed in the interventional
radiology suite, with the patient lying in the supine position.
The interventional plan, set of trajectories and ablations, is com-
puted by the system based on a manually specified segmentation.
Guidance is then provided during the multiple needle insertions
required for ablating large lung tumors.

During the navigation step the system utilizes an electromag-
netically tracked needle consisting of a trocar, outer hollow part,
and stylet, interchangeable inner bayonet-like part. Once the tar-
get has been reached the stylet is removed, the RFA electrode is
inserted and the tissue is ablated. Fig. 4 shows the system used
in an approved animal study. The tracked 18 gauge MagTrax
needles were provided by Traxtal Technologies Inc. (Toronto,
ON, Canada).

The system has the same four step workflow as the verbebro-
plasty system described earlier. We next describe each of the
steps in detail.

1) Data acquisition: For this procedure we use the mul-
timodality skin adhesive fiducials from IZI Medical Products
Corp. (Baltimore, MD). At least four fiducials are placed on
the thorax. In addition, we use an electromagnetically tracked
needle inserted beneath the skin as an internal fiducial. The 3-D
image is obtained using the same CBCT as used for vertebro-
plasty. To minimize reconstruction artifacts due to respiratory
motion, the 3-D image is acquired using a breath hold approach
at end expiration.

Once the fiducials are placed and the CBCT scan is performed,
the system proceeds to the planning step.

Fig. 4. Animal study using lung RFA navigation system. Inset shows closeup
of hardware used in the procedure, tracked 18 gauge MagTrax needle (Traxtal
Technologies Inc.), and clinical LeVeen CoAccess needle-electrode RFA system
(Boston Scientific International).

Fig. 5. Manual segmentation of classes used as input for RFA planning. Green
(see electronic copy) denotes possible entry points, Red denotes tumor, and blue
denotes structures that the needle should not traverse.

2) Planning: The system’s planning step receives as input
the effective ablation radius of the RFA electrode, and a manual
segmentation of the 3-D image into the following classes:

1) tumor (T);
2) ablation margin (M);
3) potential needle entry points (E);
4) structures that the needle should not pierce (NP), such as

ribs;
5) structures that should not be ablated (NA), such as the

mediastinal structures.
Manual segmentation is performed using the ITK-SNAP Pro-

gram [24], as shown in Fig. 5. The ablation margin class is au-
tomatically added based on the manually marked tumor. The
physician specifies a desired ablation margin, and the tumor
is dilated using a spherical structuring element having a ra-
dius corresponding to the desired ablation margin. Finally, the
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segmentation is represented as a discrete point set, obtained by
superimposing a lattice onto the segmented images.

Based on clinical considerations, the tumor and margin are
ablated in addition to the following multiple optimization goals,
given in rank order.

1) Minimize the number of punctures to the pleura, reduces
the risk of pneumothorax.

2) Minimize the number of needle insertions through the
same pleural entry point, reduces the risk of pneumotho-
rax.

3) Minimize the number of ablations, minimizes the proce-
dure duration.

4) Minimize damage to healthy tissue.
Given these goals and priorities, we employ a preemptive goal

programming approach, where potential pleural entry points are
analyzed one at a time, and the optimization goals are added
incrementally. At each phase, we formulate the problem as an
integer linear programming optimization and solve it using the
branch and bound method. Our first objective is to determine
the smallest set of needle trajectories needed to cover the lesion
and its margin, given a particular pleural entry point. Once we
obtain this set of trajectories, we determine the minimal number
of ablations required for this set of trajectories. These two steps
are repeated for all entry points. After all potential entry points
have been analyzed, we choose the one that has the smallest
number of needle trajectories and the least number of ablations,
in that order. Finally, we employ a heuristic that minimizes the
damage to healthy tissue, providing us with our optimal plan.
The detailed formulation of our approach is presented in the
Appendix.

3) Registration: Similar to the vertebroplasty system, we
register image and patient spaces, using a 3-D/3-D analytic
rigid registration method [23]. Each fiducial is manually local-
ized in the 3-D image. The electromagnetic field generator is
then placed next to the patient, and the fiducials are digitized
using a tracked needle. As the image data were acquired at end
expiration, the location of the digitizing needle is acquired at
the same respiratory phase.

4) Navigation: Navigation is performed as described ear-
lier, with one important difference. The operator only advances
during the respiratory phase in which the 3-D image data were
acquired. That is, the physician gates actions to end expiration.
In all other respiratory phases, the image data are invalid. To
perform the ablations, the physician first selects a trajectory
and then navigates to each of the ablation locations along that
trajectory. Once the operator judges that the tracked needle is
sufficiently close to the ablation location its stylet is removed,
the RFA electrode is inserted into the trocar and the tissue is ab-
lated. This process is repeated for all planned ablation locations
along the chosen trajectory and for all trajectories.

C. Lung Biopsy System

The lung biopsy procedure is performed in the CT suite. The
navigation system provides physicians with an online planning
mechanism, with the targeted lesion defined on the images be-
fore registration and the trajectory planned online during the

Fig. 6. Clinical trial using lung biopsy navigation system. Inset shows closeup
of hardware used in the procedure, tracked 18-gauge needle (Amedo Smart
Tracking Solutions GmbH).

intervention. Navigation is performed using an electromagneti-
cally tracked needle consisting of a trocar and stylet. Once the
target is reached, the stylet is retracted and a standard aspiration
needle is used to obtain the biopsy. Fig. 6 shows the system in
use in an approved clinical trial.

1) Data acquisition: For this procedure, we use the same
fiducial configuration as used in the lung RFA procedure, a
number of skin adhesive fiducials and an electromagnetically
tracked needle inserted beneath the skin. The 3-D image is ac-
quired at breath hold, similar to the data acquisition performed in
the lung RFA procedure. The only difference is that the imaging
modality is CT instead of the C-arm-based CBCT.

Once the CT scan is acquired, the physician partially specifies
the interventional plan.

2) Planning, target definition: Prior to registration the physi-
cian indicates the desired biopsy location on the image. Most
often this is the center of the suspected lesion.

3) Registration: Registration is performed as described for
the lung RFA system, with fiducials digitized at end expiration.

4) Planning, trajectory definition: Once the patient and im-
age spaces are registered, the physician moves the tracked needle
on the patient’s skin. The trajectory defined by the needle tip and
the pre-specified target is interactively displayed overlaid onto
reformatted axial, sagittal and coronal slices. Once the physi-
cian is satisfied with a trajectory, it is fixed and the interventional
plan is defined.

5) Navigation: Navigation is performed in the same gated
manner as done when using the lung RFA system. In this case,
there is a single trajectory instead of the multiple trajectories
used by the lung RFA system. Once the physician judges that
the tracked needle is sufficiently close to the biopsy location,
the stylet is removed, the core biopsy needle is inserted through
the trocar, and a sample is obtained. A validation scan can be
readily acquired once the tracked needle is in place, ensuring
that the sample is obtained from the desired location.

. 
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Fig. 7. Navigation accuracy analysis. Target point is transformed from the
planning image, left, to the confirmation image, right. System accuracy is defined
as the distance between the needle tip and the intended target on the confirmation
image.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The vertebroplasty navigation system was evaluated using an
anthropomorphic phantom. The lung RFA system was evalu-
ated using an animal model, and the lung biopsy system was
evaluated in an ongoing clinical trial at Georgetown University
Hospital. The animal experiments were done with approval of
the Georgetown animal care and use committee, and the human
clinical trial was done under an approved Institutional Review
Board protocol.

For all systems, navigation accuracy was assessed based on
the distance between the needle tip and the intended target as
they appear in a 3-D confirmation image, acquired after nav-
igation. In the vertebroplasty system, this is a straightforward
measurement as the system is evaluated using a phantom with
easily identifiable targets, embedded ball bearings. In the lung
RFA and lung biopsy systems, the targets are lesion points spec-
ified on the original 3-D image and cannot be easily identified
in the validation image. To evaluate navigation accuracy using
these systems, we perform an additional registration step.

The original 3-D image and the confirmation image are ac-
quired at the same respiratory phase, end expiration. We can
thus align the two images using rigid registration. Correspond-
ing fiducial markers are identified in both images, and the target
point location is transformed to the confirmation scan coordinate
system. Fig. 7 visually illustrates this process.

To assess the validity of our quasi-rigid registration approach
in the lung procedures, we use the fiducial registration error
(FRE) [25]. While this measure is uncorrelated with the target
registration error [26], it is useful for assessing the rigidity of the
point configurations in image and patient spaces. In our case,
a low FRE confirms that the digitized fiducials in patient space
were acquired at the same respiratory phase as the 3-D image.

A. Vertebroplasty System

To evaluate the effectiveness of our system and the possi-
bility that it can improve the performance of less experienced
physicians, we performed the following phantom study. The ver-
tebroplasty procedure was carried out by three operators having
different levels of experience with the procedure, an attend-
ing interventional neuroradiologist, an interventional radiology

Fig. 8. Torso phantom used in vertebroplasty evaluation. Inset shows spinal
column.

fellow, and a medical student. Each participant performed the
procedure ten times on an anthropomorphic spine phantom con-
sisting of a torso and vertebral column (Sawbones worldwide,
Pacific Research Laboratories Inc., Vashon, WA).

The phantom was modified for our purposes as follows. We
embedded 2 mm steel ball bearings into the vertebral bodies in
clinically viable locations so as to provide well-defined targets.
We also fixed the spine in place using urethane foam. This
was necessary as the fixation provided by the original phantom
was insufficient, exhibiting considerable motion, approximately
10 mm, which is larger than that observed in practice. Fig. 8
shows this modified phantom.

Each participant performed ten trocar insertions into different
vertebral bodies. After each insertion, a confirmation CBCT
volume was acquired. For each attempt, we determined if the
insertion was successful, the trocar was completely inside the
pedicle. We also measured the distance between the trocar’s tip
and the target point and the time it took to complete the task.

Using our system, the participants successfully completed all
trocar insertions. The mean (std) distance from the trocar tip to
the target point for the attending was 1.90 (0.66) mm, for the
fellow, it was 2.29 (1.26) mm, and for the medical student, it
was 3.13 (1.38) mm. The mean (std) duration of the procedure
for the attending was 99 (32) s, for the fellow, it was 178 (79)
s, and for the student, it was 189 (67) s. Fig. 9 summarizes this
study. The three levels of expertise are clearly reflected both in
accuracy and procedure duration.

B. Lung RFA System

To evaluate our lung RFA system, we performed the follow-
ing approved animal survival study. An attending interventional
radiologist performed the lung RFA procedure, using our sys-
tem to ablate simulated lung lesions in three swines. Simulated
lesions were created by injecting a solution of agar, distilled wa-
ter, and contrast material into the animal’s lung, similar to the
approach described in [27]. Once the procedure was completed,
the animal was returned to the veterinary medicine facility for
three days after which it was euthanized.
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Fig. 9. System evaluation for three users with varying level of expertise accu-
racy (top), and procedure duration (bottom). The levels of expertise are clearly
reflected both in execution accuracy and procedure duration. Standard values
used in plot construction, box spans interquartile range, median marked inside
box and maximal whisker length is set to 1.5 times interquartile range.

The first study was successful. Once the manual segmenta-
tion was completed, the automated plan was computed within
472 s, and consisted of two trajectories, one with three ablation
locations and the other with a single ablation. The FRE was
1.2 mm, confirming that the 3-D image and patient space fidu-
cials were acquired at approximately the same respiratory phase.
No complication was observed during the procedure.

The second study was also successful. Following manual seg-
mentation, automated planning was completed within 197 s. The
prescribed plan consisted of two trajectories, each with a sin-
gle ablation. The FRE for this study was 0.9 mm, confirming
that the 3-D image and patient space fiducials were acquired at
similar respiratory phases.

The third study was successful in terms of navigation but
a failure from a survival standpoint. Automated planning was
completed within 18 s. The prescribed plan consisted of two
trajectories, each with a single ablation. FRE for this study was
0.5 mm, confirming that the 3-D image and patient space fidu-

Fig. 10. Confirmation scan after RFA electrode insertion (a) axial, (b) sagittal,
and (c) coronal views. Arrow points to tip of the probe, which was manually
identified and marked.

cials were acquired at the same respiratory phase. After the sec-
ond ablation was performed, the animal died due to respiratory
failure. Further pathological analysis showed that the animal
had been suffering from mycoplasma pneumonia infection that
caused fatal respiratory compromise.

The mean (std) navigation error estimate based on the regis-
tration between planning image and confirmation images was
11.6 (3.3) mm. Fig. 10 shows a sample confirmation scan.

It should be noted that the worst case running time of the
planning phase is exponentially dependent on the number of tu-
mor and entry points used as input which, in turn, depend on the
size of the tumor and the grid spacing used for discretization.
Based on input from our collaborating physicians, a computa-
tion time of less than 5 min is clinically acceptable. To reduce
our running time, we are currently investigating the use of the
simulated annealing optimization heuristic. We expect that this
heuristic will improve our running times, although it does not
guarantee that the solution will be obtained in less than 5 min.

C. Lung Biopsy System

The lung biopsy system was evaluated in an ongoing clinical
trial at Georgetown University Hospital. The protocol for the
interventions was limited to a single navigation session. That is,
the system was used as described earlier, with a confirmation
scan acquired once navigation was completed. If the needle tip
was found to be inside the suspected lesion, a biopsy sample
was acquired. If the needle was outside the lesion the procedure
was completed using CT fluoroscopy for guidance.

The first clinical case was successful, confirmation image
showed the needle tip inside the lesion (see Fig. 11). Patient
was placed in the prone position and the targeted lesion was
in the left lower lobe. The navigation error estimated based
on the registration between planning image and confirmation
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Fig. 11. Confirmation scan from first clinical case. (a) axial, (b) sagittal, and
(c) coronal views. Arrow points to tip of the needle embedded in the suspected
lesion.

image was 9.68 mm. No complication was observed during the
procedure.

The second clinical case was partially successful, confirma-
tion image showed the needle nearly inside the suspected lesion.
The patient was in the prone position, and the targeted lesion
was in the left upper lobe. A slight retraction of needle was
sufficient to obtain a biopsy sample, without using additional
CT-fluoroscopy guidance. The navigation error estimated based
on the registration between planning image and confirmation
image was 7.37 mm. No complication was observed during the
procedure.

The third clinical case was considered a failure, confirmation
image showed the needle outside the suspected lesion. Patient
was placed in the prone position, and the targeted lesion was in
the right lower lobe near the diaphragm. Additional adjustment
of needle under CT fluoroscopy was required. The navigation
error estimated based on the registration between planning im-
age and confirmation image was 3.87 mm. Despite the smallest
error of the three clinical cases, the biopsy did not yield a di-
agnostic specimen. Patient also experienced a small localized
pneumothorax, that is the underlying target location had shifted
during the procedure.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented three systems for navigated needle inter-
ventions, including vertebroplasty, lung RFA of large tumors,
and lung biopsies. The former system deals with a rigid anatom-
ical structure, the spine, while the latter two deal with dynami-
cally moving structures whose motion is influenced by the pa-
tient’s respiration. To accommodate this motion physicians are
expected to gate their actions to a stable respiratory phase, end
expiration.

The vertebroplasty system was evaluated in a phantom study,
enabling quantitative performance analysis of multiple users
under the same conditions. From the experimental results, we
observe that the three levels of expertise, student, fellow, and
attending physician are reflected by the accuracy and proce-
dure duration. All operators, irrespective of experience level,
successfully completed the procedures. We thus conclude that

our system can potentially reduce the radiation dose required
to perform the procedure by a less experienced operator as it
only requires a single CBCT acquisition at the beginning of the
procedure. On the other hand, we have also seen that the system
is not able to compensate for the lack of expertise in terms of
accuracy and procedure duration.

The lung RFA system was evaluated in an approved an-
imal survival study. All probe navigation passes were com-
pleted successfully. In one of the three studies the animal did
not survive the intervention. Retrospective analysis of this case
concluded that the animal had been suffering from pneumo-
nia, which greatly reduced its chances of surviving the proce-
dure. The mean accuracy of the RFA electrode placement was
11.6 mm. This is a significant error, which we attribute to sev-
eral factors. The inherent inaccuracy of gating actions to the
same respiratory phase as the one in which the 3-D image was
acquired, the fact that the tip of the navigated stylet did not
coincide with the tip of the RFA electrode, which is the point
of interest, a difference of approximately 3 mm between the
points, and the inherent accuracy limitations of electromagnetic
tracking.

The lung biopsy system was used in three clinical cases. The
use of CT fluoroscopy for navigation was reduced in all inter-
ventions, with no fluoroscopic imaging in two of the cases. For
the third case, fluoroscopy was required to complete the pro-
cedure. In this case, the targeted lesion exhibited considerable
motion due to its location next to the diaphragm. This location
combined with the patient lying in the prone position reduced
the accuracy of gating actions to the end-expiration phase. As
a result, needle advances were not performed at the correct
respiratory phase, invalidating our assumption of quasi-rigid
structures. In addition, the underlying anatomy had changed,
small pneumothorax, after image acquisition. Thus, the volu-
metric data we used provided a less accurate representation of
the underlying anatomy.

The majority of the software components used in imple-
menting the systems described in this work have been incor-
porated into the IGSTK. An example application, navigator,
showcasing these capabilities is available for download from
the toolkits Web site [28] and is intended to serve as a start-
ing point for developers of image-guided navigation systems.
Detailed descriptions of the various IGSTK components and
how to use them in implementing a navigation system are
given in [29]. This book is freely available in pdf format from
http://www.igstk.org/IGSTK/help/documentation.html.

Based on our experience developing and evaluating the vari-
ous systems, we have gained the following insights.

1) Real-time intraoperative imaging should be incorporated
as part of the procedure to monitor possible changes in the
underlying anatomical structures that cannot be detected
by the navigation system (e.g., pneumothorax). This ad-
dresses an inherent feature of image-guided navigation
systems, they are open-loop systems with the physician
responsible for closing the loop either by occasional imag-
ing or possibly, tactile feedback.

2) The quasi-rigid assumption and the user-gated advance-
ment of tools is not sufficiently accurate for tumors that
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exhibit considerable motion. In our case, tumors near the
diaphragm.

3) An explicit plan should always be required. Specifying a
plan in advance facilitates safer interventions by allowing
the physician to gain a better understanding of the anatom-
ical structures that will be pierced by the tool. This is in-
creasingly important in the presence of abnormal anatomy.
In addition, for cases in which there are complications it
is easier to identify the cause. In such cases, problems
can be traced either to a suboptimal plan or to problems
executing the plan. This differs from current clinical prac-
tice, in all three procedures, where plans are not explicitly
specified. Thus, there is no way to quantitatively compare
the physician’s intentions and the actual performance.

We are currently investigating the acquisition and use of
4-D (3-D+time) image data for image-guided interventions [30].
This approach will allow the patient to freely breath during im-
age acquisition and will enable the physicians to advance tools
without the need of gating their actions to a specific respira-
tory phase. We believe that this approach will result in a more
streamlined workflow, and potentially, improved interventional
accuracy.

APPENDIX

LUNG RFA PLANNING

To plan the RFA electrode insertion trajectories and ablation
locations, we first discretize the data by superimposing a lattice
with fixed spacing g onto the segmented images. Based on the
clinical considerations described in the text mentioned earlier,
the following set of optimization problems are formulated and
solved.

Minimizing Number of Needle Trajectories

Our first objective is to determine the smallest set of needle
trajectories needed to cover the lesion and its margin, given
a particular pleural entry point. Given the set of trajectories
TR, defined by the entry point and the set T ∪ M , we seek the
smallest subset of needle trajectories, which treats T ∪ M . The
cylindrical treatment volume covered by a series of overlap-
ping ablation spheres of radius A along a trajectory consists of
all points within a distance αA, α = 1

A

√
A2 − ( g

2 )2 , from the
trajectory. Given this we define the following binary decision
variables:

xt =
{

1, if trajectory t is used
0, otherwise

where t ∈ TR, the proposed set of trajectories. Our objective is
thus to find the minimum number of trajectories TR∗ by solving
the optimization problem.

min
∑

t∈TR

xt

subject to
∑

t∈TR : d(c,t)≤A

xt ≥ 1, c ∈ T ∪ M (1)

where d(c, t) is the minimum distance from a point c to trajec-
tory t. This formulation minimizes the number of trajectories

while enforcing that every tumor and margin point is treated
by at least one trajectory. This binary integer linear program-
ming optimization is then solved using the branch and bound
algorithm.

Minimizing Number of Ablations

Our next objective is to determine the minimal number of
ablations given a specific set of trajectories. Given TR∗ we
now determine where to place ablations along the trajectories in
this set of trajectories. We consider a set D(TR∗) of potential
ablation centers along the trajectories in TR∗, where initially,
the ablation centers are chosen to be some fixed distance apart
along the trajectory. We then define the binary decision variables

ya =
{

1, if an ablation is centered at a
0, otherwise

for all potential ablation centers a ∈ D. We then formulate an
integer program to find D∗, as

min
∑

a∈D (TR ∗)

ya

subject to
∑

a∈D (TR ∗):‖a−c‖≤A

ya ≥ 1, c ∈ T ∪ M. (1)

This formulation minimizes the number of ablations while
enforcing that every tumor and margin point is treated by at
least one ablation. Moreover, in this formulation, it easy to
incorporate the constraint of avoiding critical structures (NF
and NP) by eliminating from the set any ablation center that
touches a critical point. This optimization is solved using the
branch and bound algorithm.

After determining the minimal number of ablation centers for
a given set of trajectories, we select a new entry point from the
set of potential entry points and repeat the two optimization steps
described earlier, minimizing number of needle trajectories and
minimizing number of ablations. After all potential entry points
have been analyzed, we choose the one that has the smallest
number of needle trajectories and least number of ablations,
in that order. Following the identification of this solution, we
employ a heuristic to minimize the damage to healthy tissue, as
follows.

Minimizing Damage to Healthy Tissue

At this stage, we are left with a best strategy, where a strategy
is a set of trajectories TR∗ and the minimum set of ablation cen-
ters along those trajectories D∗. At this point, our final objective
is to minimize the damage to healthy tissue. We point out that
the goal of minimizing healthy tissue damage is equivalent to
the goal of maximizing ablation redundancy—the more times a
point in T ∪ M is treated by different ablations, the less damage
is done to healthy tissue. To achieve this goal, we employ a local
search heuristic. This heuristic consists of:

1) Selecting (at random) one of the trajectories t ∈ TR∗.
2) Generating a new trajectory t′ by perturbing trajectory t

by a random angle around its entry point.
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3) Considering a new set of trajectories TR+ , where TR+ =
TR∗/{t} ∪ {t′} and then resolving step two, minimizing
number of ablations. In particular, if we define Kc as
the number of ablations treating tumor cell c and D+

as the set of potential ablation centers along the new set
of trajectories TR+ , then we need to solve the following
maximization problem:

max
∑

c∈T ∪M

Kc

subject to
∑

a∈D+ :‖a−c‖≤αA

ya ≥ 1 + Kc, c ∈ T ∪ M

∑

a∈D+

ya ≤ D∗

Kc ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. (3)

The solution is again obtained using the branch and bound
method. Note that by construction the number of tra-
jectories is kept constant and, in addition, the constraint∑

a∈D+ ya ≤ D∗ ensures that the number of ablations will
be at most as many as in the original D∗. Let K∗ be the
optimal solution to this problem.

4) If K∗ improves on the previous solution, then we replace
the set TR∗ with TR+ and repeat the heuristic search. This
loop is executed a predetermined number of iterations.

Following completion of the heuristic to maximize ablation
redundancy, we are left with an optimal treatment strategy that
consists of a set of trajectories and ablation centers along each
trajectory. The plan is optimal in that it ensures that the tumor
and prescribed ablation margin are covered, while minimizing
the amount of damage to healthy tissue and limiting the number
of punctures to the pleura.
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